Incentive trips: sports, nature and adventure in Medellín

Parque Explora

Medellín /Pic. dfinnecy

Is a 37,000 m² interactive park with indoor and outdoor spaces that combine nature and
architecture, a place for the dissemination of science and technology. It exalts creativity and
offers visitors the opportunity to experiment, to learn while having fun, and to construct new
knowledge that contributes to development, welfare, and dignity. It will soon have the largest
freshwater aquarium in Latin America with a variety of fish from the Amazon and Orinoco
Rivers. A saltwater section will have species from the Caribbean Sea and the Pacific Ocean.

Parque Juan Pablo II
In Medellín it is impossible to separate these two concepts. This is an ideal destination for a
nature and adventure incentive trip.

besides its aquatic vocation, evidenced by pools and water slides, it has areas devoted to
cycling, skating, motorcycling, and outdoor spaces for 5,000 people.

Parque Norte
A list of the activities of this park suffices to describe its potential as an incentive trip destination:
fishing, water sports, an observation point overlooking the lake, a jungle with animated effects,
merry-go-rounds, an events plaza, pedestrian walkways, and a boulevard with skills areas along
16 kilometers of vegetation.

La Macarena Sports Complex and Entertainment Center
With facilities for 34 sports, this complex is among the most complete in Latin America. Besides
being a bullfighting ring, La Macarena was remodeled for other types of events like concerts.
Remodeling included the installation of a removable roof. The city also becomes the platform
for access to the various sub-regions in the Department of Antioquia.
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Golf
Medellín is the birthplace of great golfers. Four eighteen hole courses are located in the city and
its vicinity. All were designed by renowned experts. Enjoy their beautiful landscapes while you
exercise in an ideal climate.

If you are interested in Medellin as a nature, sport and
enterteinment destination, this should interest you:
-

Medellín, destination
Tours around Medellín
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